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LISTOTECH®, METALLIA, INFRASTRUCTURE: in a word, LISTOTECH® Architecture 
(R)evolution. 

Listotech Srl, a well-known company from Padua that has become synonymous with zero maintenance exterior 
claddings, is getting a make-over for the Fuorisalone Milan 2012, with a new catalogue and a completely revamped 
image, which is the result of a profound creative transformation, starting with the company brand: Listotech® Architecture 
(R)evolution.  

Ever since it was founded, the Listotech® project has always met with enthusiasm and approval from professionals and 
lovers of architecture and design, who immediately realised its innovative capacity and aesthetic sophistication.  

“We felt the need”, says Riccardo Valente, patron of Listotech®, “to communicate clearly and unequivocally our company 
calling; our aim is to meet the technical and aesthetic needs of architecture with a range of revolutionary and innovative 
materials”. 

Listotech® Architecture (R)evolution should not be understood as a break with tradition, but “as a return to the past with 
the eyes of modernity”, following a philosophy of change that preserves the imprinting of the architectural languages, 
materials, and shapes of the past, while at the same time integrating it.  

The vision of Listotech® Architecture (R)evolution is clear: reinterpret the materials “of yesterday” in a way that 
revolutionises their nature and fields of application, and sets their creative potential free, turning them into versatile 
“instruments”, designed according to the needs of architecture and of professionals.   

This is a way of thinking that Listotech® has made into its company philosophy, and which infuses the most recent 
collection of products designed for a style of outdoor and indoor architecture that is part of a new vision: LISTOTECH®, 
METALLIA, INFRASTRUCTURE.  

LISTOTECH® .  THE STONE TOUCH. 

The essence of stone, which has been the symbol of architecture since ancient times, meets cutting-edge technology, 
offering a perfect métissage between past, present, and future: this is the secret guarded by LISTOTECH® by 
LISTOTECH® new generation stone decking. 

Unique of its kind, Listotech® represents a revolution in traditional wooden or composite planking, thanks to the high-
tech core of steel strands, a material created to meet the strictest aesthetic and design requirements of outdoor 
architecture. 

Distinguished by superior technical characteristics, Listotech® has an Adaxite Ars material composition that makes it 
resistant to penetrating agents. It is a highly decorative and stylistic iconic feature, thanks to maximum lengths of up to 
4 metres and the special grooved finished that gives it an important class R12 non-slip property, as well as conferring a 
graphic verve to the feature. 

Available in 4 shades – Sienna, Sand, Grey-Green, Ice Grey, and Charcoal Grey – in line with architectural trends, 
Listotech® offers delicate tactile sensations, thanks to the cold brushing that creates a velvety texture, and a natural 
“délavé” effect that creates a highly dynamic visual impact that is never dull or repetitive. 
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METALLIA. THE METAL MOOD. 

From the creative spark of LISTOTECH® and the preciousness of the metals, a collection of indoor claddings of 
priceless elegance is born.  

Precious and always appreciated for their intrinsic value, since ancient times metals have played such an important role 
that entire ages have been named after them. Today, Listotech® is revolutionising their nature, reforging them with new 
life, and giving them a new architectural, ornamental, and aesthetic interpretation in the METALLIA by LISTOTECH® 

collection of claddings. 

METALLIA brings back “contaminating” elements of the highly physical texture, capable of decorating walls with a lively 
interplay of geometric patchworks and vibrant colours. 

Enclosed in just 4 mm of thickness and in the size 490x490 mm, these simple but highly evocative geometric features 
are available in 3 different shades that reflect as many ways of being, existing, and living:  

• Dark Steel: restrained, severe, laconic. 

• Flaming Corten: vibrant, eclectic, contemporary. 

• Glowing Copper: seductive, baroque, passionate.  

Despite being made of real metal, these claddings are extremely light; this is thanks to the spine made of lightweight 
material that retains the expansions and warps of the element, at the same time as making them practical and 
manageable.   

Thanks to its size and its range of colours, METALLIA can be combined with extremely diverse materials, decors, and 
styles.  

Working with full-sized wall insertions or even with simple detail inserts, these claddings lend a distinctive air to any 
room, enlivening the surfaces with an evocative interplay of light, shadows, and contrasts. 

INFRASTRUCTURE. THE HARD SIDE. 

Designed to meet the construction needs of large-scale complex projects, INFRASTRUCTURE by Listotech® is a stone 
material with a revolutionary style, because it is capable of combining the functionality, security, and durability of 
construction materials for large-scale projects with attention to quality and appearance.  

Available in sizes 400x600x18 mm and 400x600x38 mm, INFRASTRUCTURE is a flooring material that draws 
inspiration from traditional shapes, but with elegant details. 

The interplay of geometric patterns, created on the surface by fusion with the smooth finish that frames the sandy texture 
of the cladding, creates an evocative “chiaroscuro” effect that breaks up the severity of the surfaces. This also 
guarantees a class R12 non-slip factor, which is particularly valued for use in public works. 

Available in two shades, Ice and Charcoal Grey, which can also be used in combination, INFRASTRUCTURE allows 
you to create ultra-modern chromatic effects. 

LISTOTECH® ARCHITECTURE REVOLUTION WILL BE PRESENT WITH LISTOTECH® AND METALLIA® AT THE FUORISALONE MILAN 
2012 │ 16-22 APRIL │  MAGNA PARS DESIGN│  VIA TORTONA 15 MILAN 
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